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March 24, 20211st Editorial Decision

March 24, 2021 

Re: Life Science Alliance manuscript  #LSA-2021-01034-T 

Prof. Nils-Göran Larsson 
Karolinska Inst itutet  
Department of Medical Biochemistry and Biophysics 
Solnavägen 9 
Stockholm, Stockholm 17165 
Sweden 

Dear Dr. Larsson, 

Thank you for submit t ing your manuscript  ent it led "High levels of TFAM repress mammalian
mitochondrial DNA transcript ion in vivo" to Life Science Alliance (LSA). The manuscript  was
assessed by expert  reviewers, whose comments are appended to this let ter. 

We apologize for this unusual and extended delay in gett ing back to you. As you will note from the
reviewers' comments, the reviewers are interested in these findings, but reviewer 1 and 2 have also
raised some quest ions that should be clarified with text  and addit ional experiments prior to further
considerat ion of the manuscript  at  LSA. We, thus, encourage you submit  a revised version of the
manuscript  to LSA that addresses all of the reviewers' points. 

To upload the revised version of your manuscript , please log in to your account:
ht tps://lsa.msubmit .net/cgi-bin/main.plex 
You will be guided to complete the submission of your revised manuscript  and to fill in all necessary
informat ion. Please get in touch in case you do not know or remember your login name. 

We would be happy to discuss the individual revision points further with you should this be helpful. 

While you are revising your manuscript , please also at tend to the below editorial points to help
expedite the publicat ion of your manuscript . Please direct  any editorial quest ions to the journal
office. 

The typical t imeframe for revisions is three months. Please note that papers are generally
considered through only one revision cycle, so strong support  from the referees on the revised
version is needed for acceptance. 

When submit t ing the revision, please include a let ter addressing the reviewers' comments point  by
point . 

We hope that the comments below will prove construct ive as your work progresses. 

Thank you for this interest ing contribut ion to Life Science Alliance. We are looking forward to
receiving your revised manuscript . 

Sincerely, 



Shachi Bhatt , Ph.D. 
Execut ive Editor 
Life Science Alliance 
ht tps://www.lsajournal.org/ 
Tweet @SciBhatt  @LSAjournal 
Interested in an editorial career? EMBO Solut ions is hiring a Scient ific Editor to join the internat ional
Life Science Alliance team. Find out more here -
ht tps://www.embo.org/documents/jobs/Vacancy_Not ice_Scient ific_editor_LSA.pdf 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

A. THESE ITEMS ARE REQUIRED FOR REVISIONS

-- A let ter addressing the reviewers' comments point  by point . 

-- An editable version of the final text  (.DOC or .DOCX) is needed for copyedit ing (no PDFs). 

-- High-resolut ion figure, supplementary figure and video files uploaded as individual files: See our
detailed guidelines for preparing your product ion-ready images, ht tps://www.life-science-
alliance.org/authors 

-- Summary blurb (enter in submission system): A short  text  summarizing in a single sentence the
study (max. 200 characters including spaces). This text  is used in conjunct ion with the t it les of
papers, hence should be informat ive and complementary to the t it le and running t it le. It  should
describe the context  and significance of the findings for a general readership; it  should be writ ten in
the present tense and refer to the work in the third person. Author names should not be ment ioned.

B. MANUSCRIPT ORGANIZATION AND FORMATTING:

Full guidelines are available on our Instruct ions for Authors page, ht tps://www.life-science-
alliance.org/authors 

We encourage our authors to provide original source data, part icularly uncropped/-processed
electrophoret ic blots and spreadsheets for the main figures of the manuscript . If you would like to
add source data, we would welcome one PDF/Excel-file per figure for this informat ion. These files
will be linked online as supplementary "Source Data" files. 

***IMPORTANT: It  is Life Science Alliance policy that if requested, original data images must be
made available. Failure to provide original images upon request will result  in unavoidable delays in
publicat ion. Please ensure that you have access to all original microscopy and blot  data images
before submit t ing your revision.*** 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Reviewer #1 (Comments to the Authors (Required)): 

The paper of Bonekamp et al deals with a very interest ing topic: the effect  of the TFAM level on the
mitochondrial gene expression in vivo. 
The authors, use transgenic mice overexpressing TFAM and analyse the impact of the increased



TFAM level on mitochondrial gene expression in different organs. 
They found that a moderate overexpression of TFAM maintains a normal TFAM/mtDNA rat io in all
t issue examines (heart , skeletal muscle liver) and has no substant ial effect  on mitochondrial
funct ion and on the whole animal metabolism. 
Then the authors overexpress TFAM at a higher level and find a strong repression of mitochondrial
funct ion in skeletal muscle, associated with a strong increase of the TFAM/mtDNA. In heart  and in
liver however the TFAM/mtDNA rat io is almost normal and OXPHOS capacity is maintained. The
authors argue that in liver the higher t issue specific expression of LONP1 protease counteracts the
TFAM increase, suggest ing the existence of t issue specific regulatory factors that counterbalance
the TFAM-induced repression of mtDNA transcript ion. 
The data reported in the paper are convincing and clearly reported and in general the paper is well
writ ten. However there are a number of points that need to be considered before the paper can be
considered for the publicat ion 

MAJOR POINTS 

1. A first  basic point  concerns the way in which the data are presented . Init ially the authors,
describe the BAC-TFAM mice and show the level of TFAM, mtDNA, mtRNA respiratory complexes
and then report  data on the metabolism of the whole animal. Then they describe the CAG-TFAM
miceut in this case the data are presented in a very different order; in part icular data concerning
mtDNA, mtRNA and respiratory complexes are shown almost at  the end of the paper. I think that
this may confuse the reader and therefore I believe that for more clarity the authors should present
the data in a more ordered way.
In addit ion, and most important ly, the authors have carried out a complex experimental plan
report ing a variety of the effects of TFAM level in three t issues (heart , skeletal muscle and liver),
While I certainly appreciate this effort , that  has produced a considerable amount of data, I found
that in some cases the data are rather fragmentary; some results are presented only in one or two
t issues and this makes difficult  to assess properly the significance of the paper. Therefore the
authors should complete the experiments in the points specified below (see point  5 and point  6)
2. The authors report  the steady state level of mitochondrial t ranscripts (Fig 1E,F, EV1E,F and Fig
3D,E) by using the Northern blot  method. I think that the authors should present (at  least  in some
cases) also data coming from qRT-PCR analyses. In part icular the data shown in Fig 1E ( liver) and
3D (skeletal muscle) are of low quality: bands are very faint  and it  is difficult  to make any
quant itat ive assessment.
3. In Fig 1I the authors report  the respiratory exchange rate (RER) in BAC-TFAM mice and conclude
that they were similar to control rats. This is t rue for all samples tested except for the male /day and
male/night at  52 weeks, in which the value of BAC-TFAM mice is higher than controls. The authors
should explain this difference.
4. To rule out that  the mitochondrial dysfunct ion in BAC-TFAM mice was caused by an
overaccumulat ion of mitochondrial precursors, the authors perform a western blot  of mitochondrial
matrix protein of liver and skeletal muscle and conclude that there is no accumulat ion of non-
imported precursors (Fig EV3D). The authors state that the bands shown in the figure refer to
unprocessed precursors; I think that to just ify this statement they should show some MW marker
and the corresponding mature products. Moreover, in Fig EV3 the authors present data on the
distribut ion of ACOT2 in the heart  demonstrat ing a similar pattern of distribut ion in mitochondria
and cytosol of control and CAG-TFAM animals. I wonder why the authors have performed different
tests in the three t issues examined; in my opinion (unless there is a specific reason) it  would have
been preferable to test  the same protein in the three organs.
5. In Fig EV3 G the authors report  electron micrography of CAG-TFAM hearts, showing less densely
packed cristae. Apart  from that this data seems to contradict  the substant ial lack of the effect  of



increased TFAM level in the heart  of CA-TFAM mice (the authors should comment this point), there
are no data about the other t issues and in part icular for the skeletal muscle. Since one of the points
that the authors stress concerns the different behaviour of the three t issues examined against  the
increased level of TFAM, it  should be useful to report  ult rastructural data also for them. In addit ion
the analysis of the nucleoid clustering is reported only in the heart , while no data are presented for
the skeletal muscle. Also in this case the authors should provide evidence concerning the situat ion
in this organ. 
6. The authors hypothesize that LONP1 degrades free TFAM in liver and that this is the reason for
the lower level of the protein in the liver of CAG-TFAM mice compared to heart  and skeletal muscle.
Since TFAM degradat ion takes place after the protein is phosphorylated, they test  the
phosphorylat ion state of the skeletal muscle protein and did not find any evidence of increased
phosphorylat ion. While this data might explain the high level of TFAM in this t issue (on the other
hand also the level of LONP1 is low in skeletal muscle), it  lacks the most important data, i.e the
phosphorylat ion state of the protein in the liver. The authors should provide this data that would
support  their hypothesis.
7. The Fig 4D report ing the organelle assay for the mtDNA replicat ion in CAG-TFAM mice is of low
quality; bands are very faint  and I think that it  is not possible conclude from the figure that the CAG-
TFAM exhibit  a drast ic decrease of mtDNA replicat ion. Although the 7S DNA band is stronger for
the control (longer exposure) the CAG-TFAM mice show a more intense signal along the gel.
The authors should repeat this experiment or they may consider to omit  it  and present a more
careful study elsewhere.

MINOR POINTS 

1. FIG 1B: The authors should indicate (in the legend or in the figure) that  the data concern the BAC
TG137 line
2. In most of the histograms the authors use a similar colour code (blue-green) for the different
types of reported data. This makes a bit  confusing for the reader to dist inguish between the
different samples. Perhaps the use of different colour codes (yellow, red..) may be useful

Reviewer #2 (Comments to the Authors (Required)): 

High levels of TFAM repress mammalian mitochondrial DNA transcript ion in Vivo 

The abstract  accurately describes the aims and outcomes of the invest igat ion and the introduct ion
is very well writ ten laying out the key background and context  of the invest igat ion. 
The experiments are performed well and the data is neat ly presented. The observat ions are an
important contribut ion to the field. 

The point  "moderate overexpression of TFAM of 1.63-fold in heart , 1.50-fold in liver and 1.49-fold in
skeletal muscle in the BAC TG 137 line (Figure 1B). The other founder lines displayed a very similar
increase in TFAM levels (Figure EV1A, B)." does not look quite accurate. Fig1B shows the biggest
increase in TFAM expression in heart  whereas the 2 examples in EV1A show the highest levels in
liver, and the change in sk musc looks negligible TG188 when taking into account the loading as
represented by b-act in. 

Page 8 - "small number of COX-negat ive cardiomyocytes in the heart  (Figure 2F)." The authors are



very conservat ive here as the image shown has possibly as much as 20% COX deficient cells. 

Page 9 - "mitochondrial target ing sequence showed no increase in non-imported precursor proteins
in liver and skeletal muscle t issue extracts, even after prolonged exposure of blots (Figure EV3D)." It
is t rue that there is no increase in these markers in CAG samples, however there does appear to be
a substant ial decrease in steady state amounts of NDUFA9 and ATP5A proteins in the skeletal
muscle. Account ing for the tubulin loading control there may be a decrease in NDUFA9 in the liver
sample. It  is not clear that  the t rend seen for the ATP5A marker is the same in the data from the 3
CAG mice (Figs 3A, and EV3D). The conclusion that the decrease in mitochondrial funct ion occurs
without affect ing mt-protein import  does not appear to be fully substant iated by the data. 

Page 9 - It  is not quite clear what is meant by 'comparable' in this sentence "Although total TFAM
protein levels were comparable in both heart  and skeletal muscle in CAG-TFAM mice (Figure 2B),...".
In fig 2B the intensity (blackness) of the TFAM signals are comparable between the 3 t issue
samples but not similar if one regards the levels relat ive to the control as given in the rat ios
beneath the images. Similarly, the act in levels in each t issue are similar between control and CAG
but not between t issues and so if the TFAM level is compared to the act in then these are not
similar. 

Fig 3A does not appear to have a loading control associated with it . SDHB does not look to be
affected in sk Musc but if the argument is that  mitochondrially imported proteins may be affected
then a cytosolic control of ponceau staining would improve the validity of the conclusions (p9). 

The steady state levels of mtDNA are invest igated for heart  and sk musc (fig 3C) but not liver. The
mtDNA replicat ion in organello is then determined for liver, prevent ing the comparison between
steady state and de novo in the same t issue. 

Imaging of the nucleoids in all 3 t issues rather than only cardiomyocytes (cardiac sect ions), to show
the apparent differences in compact ion and aggregat ion would have been helpful to support  the
suggest ion in the discussion that "induct ion of both LONP1 and POLRMT expression in liver which
may keep a larger fract ion of nucleoids in an open, act ive state, allowing maintained gene
expression." 

The discussion would improve with some finessing and edit ing - The init ial part  of the discussion
describing the compact ion of the nuclear DNA is rather more extensive than necessary to make the
point  about TFAM, mtDNA and transcript ional gene expression. It  doesn't  explain how this conflicts
with the increase in mtDNA levels in the high TFAM CAG heart  t issue, despite ment ioning that in
vit ro there is a repressive effect  in reported in vit ro experiments. Similarly, the informat ion given on
the yeast orthologue does not current ly link well within the discussion. 

Minor points 

In the introduct ion - possibly remove 'of all' in the sentence "may affect  all (homoplasmy) or only a
subset of all (heteroplasmy) mtDNA molecules..." 
Page 8 - typo "CAG-TFAM allele predeeded by loxP-flanked" 



Reviewer #3 (Comments to the Authors (Required)): 

The manuscript  by Bonekamp and colleagues describes the use of t ransgenic mice to study the
funct ion of TFAM. TFAM is a crit ical t ranscript ion factor for mtDNA, but it  also works binds to
mtDNA to form a nucleo-protein complex. The authors used two sets of t ransgenic, expressing
moderate or high levels of TFAM. Surprisingly, the high expressors showed a severe t ranscript ion
impairment. The data suggests that the levels of TFAM promote an equilibrium between act ive and
inact ive nucleoids. They also found that LONP1 and POLRTMT can compensate for TFAM
overexpression and promote the more act ive sate of the nucleoid. The take home message is that
the levels of TFAM are crit ical for opt imum, and likely dynamic mtDNA expression. They also found
interest ing differences regarding TFAM overexpression in different t issues. 
The data is of high quality and I have no major concerns with the manuscript . One could argue that
the new knowledge is somehow incremental. However, the fact  that  these were done in vivo and
analyzed in different t issues, I believe the study provides important new informat ion of the role of
TFAM in mitochondrial gene expression. 
One piece of data that I found very puzzling is the difference observed between heart  and skeletal
muscle, where the lat ter was severely affected by overexpression of TFAM whereas the former was
not. Is there an explanat ion for that? 



1st Authors' Response to Reviewers                                                                           July 29, 2021
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Point-by-Point Response: 

Reviewer #1: 
The paper of Bonekamp et al deals with a very interesting topic: the effect of the TFAM level on the 
mitochondrial gene expression in vivo. The authors, use transgenic mice overexpressing TFAM and 
analyse the impact of the increased TFAM level on mitochondrial gene expression in different 
organs. They found that a moderate overexpression of TFAM maintains a normal TFAM/mtDNA ratio 
in all tissue examines (heart, skeletal muscle liver) and has no substantial effect on mitochondrial 
function and on the whole animal metabolism. Then the authors overexpress TFAM at a higher level 
and find a strong repression of mitochondrial function in skeletal muscle, associated with a strong 
increase of the TFAM/mtDNA. In heart and in liver however the TFAM/mtDNA ratio is almost normal 
and OXPHOS capacity is maintained. The authors argue that in liver the higher tissue specific 
expression of LONP1 protease counteracts the TFAM increase, suggesting the existence of tissue 
specific regulatory factors that counterbalance the TFAM-induced repression of mtDNA 
transcription. The data reported in the paper are convincing and clearly reported and in general the 
paper is well written. However there are a number of points that need to be considered before the 
paper can be considered for the publication 

We would like to thank the reviewer for his/her kind words and for the careful assessment of our 
manuscript. 

MAJOR POINTS 

1. A first basic point concerns the way in which the data are presented . Initially the authors, describe
the BAC-TFAM mice and show the level of TFAM, mtDNA, mtRNA respiratory complexes and then
report data on the metabolism of the whole animal. Then they describe the CAG-TFAM miceut in this
case the data are presented in a very different order; in particular data concerning mtDNA, mtRNA
and respiratory complexes are shown almost at the end of the paper. I think that this may confuse the
reader and therefore I believe that for more clarity the authors should present the data in a more
ordered way.

We agree with these comments and have now extended the number of figures and present our data 
in a more consistent order to improve clarity. 

In addition, and most importantly, the authors have carried out a complex experimental plan reporting 
a variety of the effects of TFAM level in three tissues (heart, skeletal muscle and liver), While I certainly 
appreciate this effort, that has produced a considerable amount of data, I found that in some cases 
the data are rather fragmentary; some results are presented only in one or two tissues and this makes 
difficult to assess properly the significance of the paper. Therefore the authors should complete the 
experiments in the points specified below (see point 5 and point 6) 
2. The authors report the steady state level of mitochondrial transcripts (Fig 1E,F, EV1E,F and Fig 3D,E)
by using the Northern blot method. I think that the authors should present (at least in some cases)
also data coming from qRT-PCR analyses. In particular the data shown in Fig 1E ( liver) and 3D (skeletal
muscle) are of low quality: bands are very faint and it is difficult to make any quantitative assessment.

We have performed qRT-PCR analyses of steady-state mitochondrial transcript levels as suggested. 
We replaced the Northern blot panels in the main figures and now instead show the qRT-PCR results 
in Figure 1 E ( heart and liver of the BAC-TFAM founder TG137; +/BAC) and in Figures 3E and 5E (heart, 
liver and skeletal muscle of CAG-TFAM mice). 



2 

3. In Fig 1I the authors report the respiratory exchange rate (RER) in BAC-TFAM mice and conclude
that they were similar to control rats. This is true for all samples tested except for the male /day and
male/night at 52 weeks, in which the value of BAC-TFAM mice is higher than controls. The authors
should explain this difference.

We re-analyzed our data sets and indeed observed a statistically significant increase of the RER in BAC-
TFAM males at 52 weeks, which indicates a possible increased utilization of carbohydrates in those 
animals. The increase of RER in males at 52 weeks does not correlate with any significant change in 
feeding behavior or increased activity. It is possible that a moderate increase of mtDNA copy number 
will impact aging and age-related changes in metabolism and we plan to address this topic in future 
studies where we will age large cohorts of mice with a moderate increase of mtDNA copy number. 

4. To rule out that the mitochondrial dysfunction in BAC-TFAM mice was caused by an
overaccumulation of mitochondrial precursors, the authors perform a western blot of mitochondrial
matrix protein of liver and skeletal muscle and conclude that there is no accumulation of non-imported
precursors (Fig EV3D). The authors state that the bands shown in the figure refer to unprocessed
precursors; I think that to justify this statement they should show some MW marker and the
corresponding mature products. Moreover, in Fig EV3 the authors present data on the distribution of
ACOT2 in the heart demonstrating a similar pattern of distribution in mitochondria and cytosol of
control and CAG-TFAM animals. I wonder why the authors have performed different tests in the three
tissues examined; in my opinion (unless there is a specific reason) it would have been preferable to
test the same protein in the three organs.

We apologize for the confusion. For our whole tissue western blot analysis we reasoned that a 
potential overaccumulation of mitochondrial precursors in the cytosol would lead to the detection of 
a double band for ATP5A and NDUFA9, corresponding to the unprocessed and mature protein 
isoforms, respectively. We concluded that the bands we find represent the mature form, not the 
unprocessed form. We have now repeated our western blot analysis for NDUFA9 and extended our 
analysis to other mitochondrial proteins described to show clearly detectable unprocessed forms in 
addition to the mature proteins upon import block (PMID: 29650645, 31630969). We further extended 
the analysis to all three CAG-TFAM tissues investigated; please note that we detect a substantial 
decrease of protein levels in skeletal muscle, corresponding to the respiratory chain defect we observe 
by mass spectrometry (Figures S3E, Figure 4). We also repeated the subcellular fractionation on liver 
tissue and got a similar result (Figure S3D). The method employed (Abcam Mitochondrial Isolation Kit 
for Tissue) did not work on skeletal mucle, likely because this tissue is very compact and hard to disrupt.  
To further substantiate our conclusions, we re-analyzed the whole cell mass spectrometry data to 
detect potential peptides corresponding to the mitochondrial targeting sequence (Figure S3F) and to 
quantify any possible general decline in the import of matrix proteins belonging to the TCA cycle, lipid 
metabolism, acetyl CoA metabolism, iron-sulfur cluster (FeS) synthesis and heme synthesis pathways 
(Figure S3G). We did not detect any peptides corresponding to the mitochondrial targeting sequence. 
Furthermore, we observed no decrease of matrix protein levels but rather an increase of some matrix 
proteins in the most affected tissue, i.e. skeletal muscle. Based on these results, we conclude that 
mitochondrial protein import is not perturbed by high levels of TFAM protein expression. 

5. In Fig EV3 G the authors report electron micrography of CAG-TFAM hearts, showing less densely
packed cristae. Apart from that this data seems to contradict the substantial lack of the effect of
increased TFAM level in the heart of CA-TFAM mice (the authors should comment this point), there
are no data about the other tissues and in particular for the skeletal muscle. Since one of the points
that the authors stress concerns the different behaviour of the three tissues examined against the
increased level of TFAM, it should be useful to report ultrastructural data also for them. In addition
the analysis of the nucleoid clustering is reported only in the heart, while no data are presented for
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the skeletal muscle. Also in this case the authors should provide evidence concerning the situation in 
this organ. 

To address the issues raised by the reviewer, we have performed ultrastructural analysis of 
mitochondria in heart, liver and skeletal muscle in a larger cohort of control (n=6) and +/CAG-TFAM 
(n=6) mice (Figures 3G, 5G). We observed some alteration in heart cristae morphology, whereas  there 
were very severe abberations of mitochondrial ultrastructure and tissue organization in skeletal 
muscle. Ultrastructural analysis of liver revealed an accumulation of lipid droplets. 

Analysis of nucleoid morphology by STED of skeletal muscle and liver did not work in our hands. 
The tissue preservation was good enough for confocal microscopy, but lacked the quality need for 
STED imaging. As we cannot present STED results from all tissues, we have moved the STED analysis 
of heart to the supplementary data and included a sentence on this limitations of the study in the 
discussion. 

6. The authors hypothesize that LONP1 degrades free TFAM in liver and that this is the reason for the
lower level of the protein in the liver of CAG-TFAM mice compared to heart and skeletal muscle. Since
TFAM degradation takes place after the protein is phosphorylated, they test the phosphorylation state
of the skeletal muscle protein and did not find any evidence of increased phosphorylation. While this
data might explain the high level of TFAM in this tissue (on the other hand also the level of LONP1 is
low in skeletal muscle), it lacks the most important data, i.e the phosphorylation state of the protein
in the liver. The authors should provide this data that would support their hypothesis.

We analyzed the phosphorylation state of TFAM in liver and skeletal muscle by PhosTag-PAGE, but did 
not detect any phosphorylation by band shift (Fig. S5B, C). We have extensively looked for TFAM 
phosphorylations in unpublished work using other experimental systems and so far we have not been 
able to verify the model that TFAM is phosphorylated prior to degradation. A limitation of the current 
manuscript is that phosphorylated TFAM, if it exists, may be rapidly degraded by LONP1 in liver from 
CAG-TFAM mice and that it therefore may be hard to detect. However, phosphorylated TFAM, if 
present, should be easier to detect in skeletal muscle because of the large free pool of TFAM and the 
barely detectable levels of LONP1. Based on the results in this manuscript and unpublished results 
from ongoing studies in our laboratory we feel that the role for TFAM phosphorylation as a mark for 
degradation must be questioned and needs further investigation. 

7. The Fig 4D reporting the organelle assay for the mtDNA replication in CAG-TFAM mice is of low
quality; bands are very faint and I think that it is not possible conclude from the figure that the CAG-
TFAM exhibit a drastic decrease of mtDNA replication. Although the 7S DNA band is stronger for the
control (longer exposure) the CAG-TFAM mice show a more intense signal along the gel.
The authors should repeat this experiment or they may consider to omit it and present a more careful
study elsewhere.

We have decided to omit this data set. 

MINOR POINTS 

1.FIG 1B: The authors should indicate (in the legend or in the figure) that the data concern the BAC
TG137 line.

We have indicated the use of the BAC TG137 line as +/BAC in the text and figure legend. 

2. In most of the histograms the authors use a similar colour code (blue-green) for the different types
of reported data. This makes a bit confusing for the reader to distinguish between the different
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samples. Perhaps the use of different colour codes (yellow, red..) may be useful 

We have changed the color code in the new Figure S1 and S2 to a blue-green-yellow code to distinguish 
between the founders. We have added a caption above the histograms for molecular analysis (TFAM, 
mtDNA, mtRNA) to indicate more clearly what is shown. 

Reviewer #2: 

High levels of TFAM repress mammalian mitochondrial DNA transcription in Vivo 

The abstract accurately describes the aims and outcomes of the investigation and the introduction is 
very well written laying out the key background and context of the investigation. 
The experiments are performed well and the data is neatly presented. The observations are an 
important contribution to the field. 

We would like to thank the reviewer for considering our manuscript an important contribution to the 
field. 

The point "moderate overexpression of TFAM of 1.63-fold in heart, 1.50-fold in liver and 1.49-fold in 
skeletal muscle in the BAC TG 137 line (Figure 1B). The other founder lines displayed a very similar 
increase in TFAM levels (Figure EV1A, B)." does not look quite accurate. Fig1B shows the biggest 
increase in TFAM expression in heart whereas the 2 examples in EV1A show the highest levels in liver, 
and the change in sk musc looks negligible TG188 when taking into account the loading as represented 
by b-actin. 

We now describe the differences in more detail in the text. 

Page 8 - "small number of COX-negative cardiomyocytes in the heart (Figure 2F)." The authors are very 
conservative here as the image shown has possibly as much as 20% COX deficient cells. 

We re-assessed the extent of mitochondrial dysfunction in heart tissue using an alternative enzyme 
histochemical method (NBTx, PMID: 29660116). We observe variations in the number of COX-deficient 
cardiomyocytes between the individual CAG animals and within different areas of the tissue.  Some 
areas indeed display a deficiency of ca. 20%. We have now more carefully refered to a “smaller number 
of COX-negative cells” in the text as opposed to the severe mitochondrial dysfunction observed in 
skeletal muscle. 

Page 9 - "mitochondrial targeting sequence showed no increase in non-imported precursor proteins 
in liver and skeletal muscle tissue extracts, even after prolonged exposure of blots (Figure EV3D)." It 
is true that there is no increase in these markers in CAG samples, however there does appear to be a 
substantial decrease in steady state amounts of NDUFA9 and ATP5A proteins in the skeletal muscle. 
Accounting for the tubulin loading control there may be a decrease in NDUFA9 in the liver sample. It 
is not clear that the trend seen for the ATP5A marker is the same in the data from the 3 CAG mice (Figs 
3A, and EV3D). The conclusion that the decrease in mitochondrial function occurs without affecting 
mt-protein import does not appear to be fully substantiated by the data. 

See comments to Reviewer #1, point 4. 

Page 9 - It is not quite clear what is meant by 'comparable' in this sentence "Although total TFAM 
protein levels were comparable in both heart and skeletal muscle in CAG-TFAM mice (Figure 2B),...". 
In fig 2B the intensity (blackness) of the TFAM signals are comparable between the 3 tissue samples 
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but not similar if one regards the levels relative to the control as given in the ratios beneath the images. 
Similarly, the actin levels in each tissue are similar between control and CAG but not between tissues 
and so if the TFAM level is compared to the actin then these are not similar. 

We apologize for the confusion; we are referring to the relative increase of TFAM expression (increase 
caused by overexpression in comparison with wild-type TFAM expression)  in the different tissues. We 
have not determined absolute TFAM levels. We have clarified this in the text. 

Fig 3A does not appear to have a loading control associated with it. SDHB does not look to be affected 
in sk Musc but if the argument is that mitochondrially imported proteins may be affected then a 
cytosolic control of ponceau staining would improve the validity of the conclusions (p9). 

We have repeated the western blot in question using a Ponceau S staining as loading control as 
suggested. 

The steady state levels of mtDNA are investigated for heart and sk musc (fig 3C) but not liver. The 
mtDNA replication in organello is then determined for liver, preventing the comparison between 
steady state and de novo in the same tissue. 

We have now included the steady-state mtDNA levels for liver as determined by qRT-PCR and 
Southern blot (Figures 5C and D). 

Imaging of the nucleoids in all 3 tissues rather than only cardiomyocytes (cardiac sections), to show 
the apparent differences in compaction and aggregation would have been helpful to support the 
suggestion in the discussion that "induction of both LONP1 and POLRMT expression in liver which may 
keep a larger fraction of nucleoids in an open, active state, allowing maintained gene expression." 

Please refer to the comments to Reviewer #1, point 5, second paragraph. 

The discussion would improve with some finessing and editing - The initial part of the discussion 
describing the compaction of the nuclear DNA is rather more extensive than necessary to make the 
point about TFAM, mtDNA and transcriptional gene expression. It doesn't explain how this conflicts 
with the increase in mtDNA levels in the high TFAM CAG heart tissue, despite mentioning that in vitro 
there is a repressive effect in reported in vitro experiments. Similarly, the information given on the 
yeast orthologue does not currently link well within the discussion. 

We have re-written the discussion. 

Minor points In the introduction - possibly remove 'of all' in the sentence "may affect all (homoplasmy) 
or only a subset of all (heteroplasmy) mtDNA molecules..." 

Page 8 - typo "CAG-TFAM allele predeeded by loxP-flanked" 

We have corrected the sentences in question. 

Reviewer #3: 

The manuscript by Bonekamp and colleagues describes the use of transgenic mice to study the 
function of TFAM. TFAM is a critical transcription factor for mtDNA, but it also works binds to mtDNA 
to form a nucleo-protein complex. The authors used two sets of transgenic, expressing moderate or 
high levels of TFAM. Surprisingly, the high expressors showed a severe transcription impairment. The 
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data suggests that the levels of TFAM promote an equilibrium between active and inactive nucleoids. 
They also found that LONP1 and POLRTMT can compensate for TFAM overexpression and promote 
the more active sate of the nucleoid. The take home message is that the levels of TFAM are critical for 
optimum, and likely dynamic mtDNA expression. They also found interesting differences regarding 
TFAM overexpression in different tissues. The data is of high quality and I have no major concerns with 
the manuscript. One could argue that the new knowledge is somehow incremental. However, the fact 
that these were done in vivo and analyzed in different tissues, I believe the study provides important 
new information of the role of TFAM in mitochondrial gene expression. One piece of data that I found 
very puzzling is the difference observed between heart and skeletal muscle, where the latter was 
severely affected by overexpression of TFAM whereas the former was not. Is there an explanation for 
that? 

We would like to thank the reviewer for his/her kind words about our manuscript. 

We conclude that the difference observed between heart and skeletal muscle results from differences 
in the TFAM-to-mtDNA ratio. In skeletal muscle, we observe a strong increase in TFAM protein levels 
compared to controls without a concomitant increase in mtDNA levels, resulting in a highly increased 
TFAM-to-mtDNA ratio (Figure 3B, C). In vitro studies indicated that this results in nucleoid compaction 
and abolished mtDNA transcription and replication. In contrast to skeletal muscle, we observe 
markedly increased mtDNA levels in heart tissue of CAG-TFAM mice after high levels of TFAM 
expression. This leads to a far more balanced TFAM-to-mtDNA ratio in heart, which allows for 
continued mtDNA expression. The postnatal development of cardiomyocytes involves substantial 
mtDNA replication during the first four weeks of postnatal life (PMID: 31170154)  which may explain 
the observed increase in mtDNA levels in heart. However, we observe milder effects of TFAM 
overexpression in the heart and we cannot rule out that more detrimental effects in heart may occur 
with increasing age. Recent studies have revealed functional resilience mechanisms in response to 
insults to mtDNA expression in heart (PMID: 33760663) which might also compensate the CAG 
phenotype initially. 
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August 17, 2021 

RE: Life Science Alliance Manuscript  #LSA-2021-01034-TR 

Prof. Nils-Göran Larsson 
Karolinska Inst itutet  
Department of Medical Biochemistry and Biophysics 
Solnavägen 9 
Stockholm, Stockholm 17165 
Sweden 

Dear Dr. Larsson, 

Thank you for submit t ing your revised manuscript  ent it led "High levels of TFAM repress mammalian
mitochondrial DNA transcript ion in vivo". We would be happy to publish your paper in Life Science
Alliance pending final revisions necessary to meet our formatt ing guidelines. 

Along with points ment ioned below, please tend to the following: 
-please make sure the author order in your manuscript  and our system match
-we encourage you to revise the figure legend for figure 1 such that the figure panels are
introduced in an alphabet ical order
-please add the Twit ter handle of your host inst itute/organizat ion as well as your own or one of the
first  author in our system

If you are planning a press release on your work, please inform us immediately to allow informing our
product ion team and scheduling a release date. 

LSA now encourages authors to provide a 30-60 second video where the study is briefly explained.
We will use these videos on social media to promote the published paper and the present ing
author. Corresponding or first-authors are welcome to submit  the video. Please submit  only one
video per manuscript . The video can be emailed to contact@life-science-alliance.org 

To upload the final version of your manuscript , please log in to your account:
ht tps://lsa.msubmit .net/cgi-bin/main.plex 
You will be guided to complete the submission of your revised manuscript  and to fill in all necessary
informat ion. Please get in touch in case you do not know or remember your login name. 

To avoid unnecessary delays in the acceptance and publicat ion of your paper, please read the
following informat ion carefully. 

A. FINAL FILES:

These items are required for acceptance. 

-- An editable version of the final text  (.DOC or .DOCX) is needed for copyedit ing (no PDFs). 

-- High-resolut ion figure, supplementary figure and video files uploaded as individual files: See our



detailed guidelines for preparing your product ion-ready images, ht tps://www.life-science-
alliance.org/authors 

-- Summary blurb (enter in submission system): A short  text  summarizing in a single sentence the
study (max. 200 characters including spaces). This text  is used in conjunct ion with the t it les of
papers, hence should be informat ive and complementary to the t it le. It  should describe the context
and significance of the findings for a general readership; it  should be writ ten in the present tense
and refer to the work in the third person. Author names should not be ment ioned. 

B. MANUSCRIPT ORGANIZATION AND FORMATTING:

Full guidelines are available on our Instruct ions for Authors page, ht tps://www.life-science-
alliance.org/authors 

We encourage our authors to provide original source data, part icularly uncropped/-processed
electrophoret ic blots and spreadsheets for the main figures of the manuscript . If you would like to
add source data, we would welcome one PDF/Excel-file per figure for this informat ion. These files
will be linked online as supplementary "Source Data" files. 

**Submission of a paper that does not conform to Life Science Alliance guidelines will delay the
acceptance of your manuscript .** 

**It  is Life Science Alliance policy that if requested, original data images must be made available to
the editors. Failure to provide original images upon request will result  in unavoidable delays in
publicat ion. Please ensure that you have access to all original data images prior to final
submission.** 

**The license to publish form must be signed before your manuscript  can be sent to product ion. A
link to the electronic license to publish form will be sent to the corresponding author only. Please
take a moment to check your funder requirements.** 

**Reviews, decision let ters, and point-by-point  responses associated with peer-review at  Life
Science Alliance will be published online, alongside the manuscript . If you do want to opt out of
having the reviewer reports and your point-by-point  responses displayed, please let  us know
immediately.** 

Thank you for your at tent ion to these final processing requirements. Please revise and format the
manuscript  and upload materials within 7 days. 

Thank you for this interest ing contribut ion, we look forward to publishing your paper in Life Science
Alliance. 

Sincerely, 

Eric Sawey, PhD 
Execut ive Editor 
Life Science Alliance 
ht tp://www.lsajournal.org 



------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Reviewer #2 (Comments to the Authors (Required)): 

The authors have responded to the major points made by the reviewers and improved the quality
of the manuscript  considerably by doing so. In part icular, the data has been extended in line with
the 3 reviewers' comments. In addit ion, the quality of the data presented is much improved over the
init ial submission. Overall the flow of the text  has been improved and all the concerns of this
reviewer have been met. 



August 20, 20212nd Revision - Editorial Decision

August 20, 2021 

RE: Life Science Alliance Manuscript  #LSA-2021-01034-TRR 

Prof. Nils-Göran Larsson 
Karolinska Inst itutet  
Department of Medical Biochemistry and Biophysics 
Solnavägen 9 
Stockholm, Stockholm 17165 
Sweden 

Dear Dr. Larsson, 

Thank you for submit t ing your Research Art icle ent it led "High levels of TFAM repress mammalian
mitochondrial DNA transcript ion in vivo". It  is a pleasure to let  you know that your manuscript  is now
accepted for publicat ion in Life Science Alliance. Congratulat ions on this interest ing work. 

The final published version of your manuscript  will be deposited by us to PubMed Central upon
online publicat ion. 

Your manuscript  will now progress through copyedit ing and proofing. It  is journal policy that authors
provide original data upon request. 

Reviews, decision let ters, and point-by-point  responses associated with peer-review at  Life Science
Alliance will be published online, alongside the manuscript . If you do want to opt out of having the
reviewer reports and your point-by-point  responses displayed, please let  us know immediately. 

***IMPORTANT: If you will be unreachable at  any t ime, please provide us with the email address of
an alternate author. Failure to respond to rout ine queries may lead to unavoidable delays in
publicat ion.*** 

Scheduling details will be available from our product ion department. You will receive proofs short ly
before the publicat ion date. Only essent ial correct ions can be made at  the proof stage so if there
are any minor final changes you wish to make to the manuscript , please let  the journal office know
now. 

DISTRIBUTION OF MATERIALS: 
Authors are required to distribute freely any materials used in experiments published in Life Science
Alliance. Authors are encouraged to deposit  materials used in their studies to the appropriate
repositories for distribut ion to researchers. 

You can contact  the journal office with any quest ions, contact@life-science-alliance.org 

Again, congratulat ions on a very nice paper. I hope you found the review process to be construct ive
and are pleased with how the manuscript  was handled editorially. We look forward to future excit ing
submissions from your lab. 



Sincerely, 

Eric Sawey, PhD 
Execut ive Editor 
Life Science Alliance 
ht tp://www.lsajournal.org 
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